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President’s Message
Gabe Jaen

T

he September meeting of the Club is usually thought of as the end of the “summer
break” from the regular meeting schedule.

In past years the club didn’t meet during July and
August, which hasn’t been the case these last 3 years. The attendance at
the July and August meetings prove that there is no interest in having any
“summer break”, due to the high interest in club activities. I’m very
pleased in the response and continued interest in the Club, which is a
credit to the elected officers and committee chairman for their dedication
and continued effort.
September has another significance in the Club’s history. On
September 20, 1990, the first meeting of the Long Island Woodworkers’
Club was held at Schindler-Chance Hardwoods in Plainview, New York.
Therefore, this is the Club’s twelfth anniversary.
Six members, as best I can find, were in attendance that day. They
were: Brian Hayward (who is akin to the club’s historian), David Chance,
John DeFilippi, Bob Wood, Joe Ahlert and Jeff Berson. At that meeting
the official names and officers were not selected but Brian Hayward
served as interim President, and Joe DeFilippi as Secretary. Of the six
aforementioned names, three are still members; that is Brian Hayward,
our present treasurer, Joe DeFilippi, and Bob Wood. I congratulate these
members and hope the longevity they enjoyed is contagious to the rest of
the membership.
Interestingly, the agenda for the club they formed that day is not
unlike the present format we follow today. The meeting notes of that day
comment on issues like “the club will focus on woodworking, primarily
furniture building and finishing. We will stay away from carving, marquetry, wood chipping, etc.” It turns out that we have gotten into turning and other facets of woodworking, which is great because it does bring
in new interests to the club.
September 20, 1990 had to be awesome for those attending and
still current members. Let me make mention of one more direct quotation from the minutes of that meeting; “The members expressed their
appreciation to Brian for organizing the Club and getting the initial
meeting together.” To this I add, thank you and congratulation on our
twelfth anniversary Brian, Bob and Joe. I say this on behalf of all the
members of the club, and look forward to many more anniversaries.
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Secretary’s
Report

Notes From the Editor

Owen Brady &
Steve Costello

Mike Daum

M

embers somehow found the energy to tear themselves away from the a/c to attend the meeting,
and luckily the weather cooperated. It was a cool
evening compared to some of the ones we have had recently. Attendance was high for a good night. Gabe greeted
everyone by hoping that all had endured the heat wave
and were able to find a cool spot. With those kind words
he went on to another unpleasant subject, the “Klez”
virus. Our mass email list may have been corrupted with
this virus. Messages with subject headers such as “Japanese
Girls... sexy photos” and “Language” have been some of
the telltale signs that the virus may be in the attachment.
You may have received email from a member whose
address you recognize, but be careful of opening any
attachments, especially .zip files. If you open up the
attachment and find no content, you may have been contaminated. There are fixes with McAfee and Norton and
you can go onto their websites for free virus updates. The
master email mailing list has been cautiously deleted to
preserve the safety of the club’s members with email.

On a related subject, a new webmaster, Harry
Hintemann, has offered to help webmaster Kevin
Hanson with our site. Information such as events, the
forums, info, newsletters, and postings will be handled by
the two of them. Kevin Hanson, who designed the website,
will still be actively involved on the grander scale of the
web design. We look forward to this new arrangement and
thank them for their efforts. Some other good news came
out of Smithtown when our own Bob Urso was featured
in the Smithtown News with an article on his Gallery presentation. Congratulation Bob! Any PR is good PR. Larry
Ramsden shared an inlay that he purchased in Italy and
spoke of how there were very impressive inlays being done
in Sorrento, Italy. Darlene Spechler asked the membership if any one could help her or direct her in removing
raised panels without damaging the frame. Bill Mascara,
who makes entertainment centers for interior designers,
solicited the membership for anyone interested in making
some for him. It seems he is overwhelmed with work. Just
remember, for those who have never done woodwork for
money, you may lose your amateur standing and can never
continued on page five

M

any people asked me at the August meeting if I had
extra copies of The Woodrack with me, as they
either lost their mailed copy, or wanted to give one
to a friend who may be interested in the club.
This was the first time as editor that such requests were
made to me, and I’m starting to feel that maybe these pages
don’t always end up lining the parakeet cage or get sorted
with the unread junk mail. I’m even told some of us are gracious enough to keep recent copies in the “throne room”,
which are discovered by guests during shop visits.
The club’s policy is to provide a mailed copy to all
current members before a monthly meeting. It provides
information about the upcoming meeting and serves as a
reminder to attend. After the meeting, The Woodrack is
made available to everyone worldwide as a printable download from our website, which is full up and running again
now.
Our illustrious layout editor Daryl and I have been
discussing the prospect of making the website version of the
newsletter an even greater, expanded, and full color protégé
of itself. It will still be a free Adobe printable copy, and with
the right printer settings, you may have to coordinate your
living room furnishings to match the cover of the copy sitting on the coffee table.
Early this year Gabe has suggested that in the future
the club cease mailing copies of the newsletter to keep our
treasury strong, and requests that all members download
and print it from the Internet. The minority of paper
purists (and non-web savvy members) can still get their
mailed copies. I happen to agree that if we want to keep and
expand the current format and page count of our magazine,
the print and mailing costs will be steep. So, it appears that
Daryl and I will have to dazzle you all with a website version that will entice one to take the time to print it out on
your own. We’ll make it worth your while, and wean you off
the snail mail.
Out of fairness to our dues paying members, webmasters Kevin and Harry will have to come up with a password
protected, ‘members only” webpage for access to the online
magazine before meetings. Then, after the first Wednesday
of each month, we can be the envy of all the world’s woodworking clubs and guilds. Hmmm…think I’ll buy stock in a
company that makes page-laminating machines.
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Aimé Fraser’s Class: Painting and Chemistry
101
Daryl Rosenblatt

T

he members who missed Aimé Fraser’s demonstration on painting fine furniture missed a
combination of finishing techniques and chemistry. Here is a short summary, followed by a copy of the
checklist she provided. She clearly stated several things.
There is a lot of sanding in this process, which, as we all
know, is not a lot of fun. She also recommended a large,
heavy duty random orbit sander, more typical of the
expensive 6” models (such as Festool) over smaller models, such as my own Porter Cable 333. The reasons are the
type of orbits these better tools create: the scratches it
removes from its own work are much finer than from the
smaller (and cheaper tool).
Aimé also noted that the type of sandpaper is
important. She highly recommended 3M’s Gold brand
(but stressed not the green brand), although spoke well of
Klingspor and Norton.
Quality of paint was strongly stressed. This is
clearly a product you get what you pay for. For “off the
rack” type of paint, she has had success with Pratt and
Aimé Ontario Fraser
Gabe Jaen
For more than 25 years,
Aimé
has lived and
breathed boatbuilding.
While still in high school, she worked in an
innovative boat shop in New Zealand
building cold-molded racing yachts. In the
U.S. she studied yacht design, apprenticed
at the Daybreak Boatshop in Norwalk
Conn., and designed and built interiors of
cruising yachts for private clients, as well as
a string of small boats. In 1991 she started
Traveling Boatworks, a small company that
specialized in doing in-water repairs and
restoration on boats up to 67 feet in length,
as well as small boats.
In 1994, she took charge of the
boat shop at the Maritime Aquarian in
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Lambert. The types of paints she prefers are those with
very finely ground pigments, which are very expensive,
and not the type generally available in a hardware store.
The finer grit sandpapers and other supplies (such
as the Perfect-It and Hand Glaze) are available at auto
body stores. Check with an auto body finisher near you
for a supplier. There is a store named Chroma Paint in
Hicksville (on Route 107-Broadway a few blocks south of
Old Country Road). I have gotten some things there.
They seem quite large, and could probably get what they
don’t have in stock.
I’m sure many members have read about getting
high quality brushes. She brought some brushes with her
that were over 10 years old, yet looked like new. Clearly,
this is another area where we can’t skimp.
Aimé ’s checklist is very repetitious. This is deliberate. No matter what you do, you have to clean, clean,
clean. After sanding, you have to remember not only to
clean your shop (see “mist the shop floor”), but also yourself.
I hope some members try this technique and
bring it into Show and Tell at a future meeting.

Norwalk supervising the building and the
restoration of a number of traditional
small boats, including a replica of a revolutionary War-era whaleboat. She also developed boat building programs for pre-teens.
Later, she again went on to design a limited number of rowing and sailing boats
under 28 feet in length.
Along the way, Aimé has become a
prolific writer on boatbuilding and woodworking, publishing more than 100 articles
in a variety of magazines such as Fine
Woodworking, Cruising World, Sail,
Professional Boatbuilder, and Wooden
Boat. She’s also served as technical editor
for the books “Understanding Wood”,
“The Bandsaw Book”, and has worked
closely with James Krenov in writing “With
Wakened Hands”. She is currently at work
on a book entitled “Getting started at
LONG ISLAND WOODWORKER’S CLUB

Woodworking: Skill Building Projects that
Teach the Basics”, to be published by
Taunton Press in the spring of 2003.
Most recently, Aimé served as the director
of education at The Woodworkers’ Club in
Norwalk, setting up classes with internationally known teachers (and herself) teaching such topics as setting up machines,
boatbuilding, and a popular series on
woodworking for absolute beginners. She
travels around the country to teach woodworking and boatbuilding at schools and
shows.
As comfortable on the water as on land,
Aimé has served aboard a variety of vessels,
including a Brigantine, an oyster boat, a
couple of pilot cutters, and various midsized cruising boats in waters ranging from
Long Island Sound and the Great Lakes to
the Caribbean and the South Pacific.
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The Many Steps to a Fine Painted Surface
FLATTEN AND SMOOTH
FLATTEN
-Use a plain or 80# sandpaper and random oscillating
sander
-Clean
-Vacuum
-Blow with compressed air
-Solvent wipe
-Tack rag (use blue rag if
water based finish)
FILL
-Fill all holes with epoxy or
polyester filler
-Sand entire surface with 120# paper
-Fill again

CLEAN
-Vacuum
-Blow with compressed air
-Solvent wipe
-Tack rag (use blue tack
rag if water based
finish)
SECOND COAT
-Second coat of primer or
undercoat (thinned
only to brush or
spray consistency)
-Sand 220#

SMOOTH
-Sand filled spots with
120#, then 180#,
then 220#.
-Clean
-Vacuum
-Blow with compressed air
-Solvent wipe
-Tack rag (use blue tack rag
if water based fin
ish)

Secretary’s Report

FIRST COAT
-First coat of primer or
undercoater
(thinned per manu
facturer’s spec)
-Sand 150# when dry
-Vacuum
-Fill as required with putty
-Sand 150#

CLEAN
-Vacuum
-Blow with compressed air
-Solvent wipe
-Tack rag (use blue tack
rag if water based
finish)

continued from page three

again use that has an excuse for shoddy work. One of the
members commented how pleased he was with veneer he
received from Certainly Wood, which is located around
Buffalo. Members have mail ordered from this firm and
have been pleased with their veneers. Another member
brought in some spalted maple for anyone interested in it,
and a member spoke of attending a conference on period
furniture in Pennsylvania. Rich Macrae talked on having
attended a period furniture conference in Williamsburg, Va.
Joe Bottigliere reported that there were now some 200
members registered and our new member was Al Barry.

TOPCOAT
-First Topcoat
-Mist floor of shop with
water
-First coat thinned as
required
-Sand 220#

THIRD TOPCOAT
-Mist floor with water
-Minimal thinning

CLEAN
-Vacuum
-Blow with compressed air
-Solvent wipe
-Tack rag (use blue tack
rag if water based
finish)

HAND SANDING
-Wash down thoroughly to
remove “dust”
-Sand 1000#, 1200#, 1500#,
2000 #
-Wash down thoroughly

SECOND TOPCOAT
-Mist floor of shop with
water
-Second coat thinned as nec
essary
-Sand 220#
CLEAN
-Vacuum
-Blow with compressed air
-Solvent wipe
-Tack rag (use blue tack
rag if water based
finish)

RUBBING OUT
FLATTEN
-Sand with 600# wet or dry

POLISH
-Polish with orbital tool
and
contoured pad with
3M “Perfect-It”
-Follow with 3M “Imperial
Hand Glaze”
WAX
-Apply quality wax
-Polish with a terry towel

Welcome Al and we hope that you get a lot out of the
club.Vic Werney had a mobile base for sale which was a
good buy. Mike Daum commented on how pleased he was
with the submissions to the newsletter and encouraged all
to keep submitting them. Daryl Rosenblatt asked that
photos be sent via “JPEG or TIFF (highest quality) so he
can process them into the newsletter. Gabe reminded the
membership that there was an election of the officer’s
committee needed and would be looking for volunteers for
this committee nextmonth. Steve Costello reminded all
those who were going to Frank Klauz’s shop on Sept.14th
that those who still owe the balance of $15. should give
Steve either cash or a check make out to LIWC. We hope
continued on page five
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Simple Router Table with Fence
Jim Macallum

I

wanted to construct a router table that was sturdy, inexpensive, and easy to store. My approach
was to use a 2 ft by 4 ft sheet of melamine coated fiberboard obtained from Home Depot. I would clamp
the board across my bench with the
router overhanging the side. The following are my recommendations on
constructing this type of table:

Attach the front to the factory edge of the base
with glue and six countersunk screws. Leave about a
1/16” space between the bottom
of the front and the table to
ensure that the fence remains
square when clamped in place.
Position a brace 4” from one end
clamp it to both the front and
base. Check for square and drill
and countersink for two screws
Fence Front
through the front and two screws
through the base. Remove the
clamps and glue and screw the
brace in place. Repeat for the
brace at the other end.

Mount the router so that the
bit will be centered on the board 1 ft
from the end. Drill and countersink
the mounting holes using the router
base plate as a template. Temporarily
mount the router base on the board
and, with a small plunge bit in the
router, make a pilot hole for a hole
saw. The size of the hole saw used
depends on the diameter bits you
wish to use. (I used a 1-1/2” hole
saw.) If I need to use larger bits in
the future, I can make a larger hole
one ft from the other end of the
board. Finally, mount the router
base to the board. I purchased an extra base for my Porte
Cable 690 so I would not need to attach and remove it
each time it was used.

I needed a fence for the table that would also be
sturdy and inexpensive. It also had to be straight and
high enough to provide support for routing work held
vertically. I decided to make it from ¾” MDF. The MDF
I used was a bull-nosed shelf from HD. The following are
my recommendations on constructing this type of fence:
Rip a 4” strip from the square edge side of the
MDF. Cut a 24” piece from this strip for the base of the
fence. Cut four 3-1/2” pieces from the remainder of the
4” strip for the two braces and the sides of the dust pickup box. These pieces must have at least one perfectly
square corner to ensure that the fence is square. Cut a 24”
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piece from the remaining round edged piece of the MDF
and rip it to 7” to 8” wide for the front of the fence. For
dust pickup, cut a 2” by 2” notch in the center of the cut
edge of the front piece, and a 2” wide by 1-1/4” deep
notch in the center of the factory edge of the base piece.

Cut a 3-1/2” square piece
of ¾” hardwood (I used maple)
for the back of the dust pickup
box. Drill a hole in the center
Fence Back
for your vacuum hose. I drilled
the hole very slightly undersized
and tapered it to accept the hose using a small diameter
drum sander in my drill press. Screw the remaining two
3-1/2” by 4” MDF pieces to the edges of the hardwood
piece to make a “U” shaped box. Cover the top of the
box with a piece of thin plywood or hardboard. Clamp
the box in place and attach to the base with one screw in
each of the MDF sides.
In use the table is placed across the bench with
the router base overhanging one side and clamped at the
opposite end. The router with bit is mounted in the base.
The fence is positioned approximately with respect to the
bit, one end is clamped to the table, the free end of the
fence is tapped gently to adjust, and that end is clamped
in place.
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Shop Visit
Gabe Jaen

O

ur shop visit this month was to one where I
can be found quite often, as can a lot of other
club members. Steve Costello is one of our
club secretaries (the other being Owen Brady, who also
hangs out there quite often). Steve has the kind of shop
space to long for. When he was about to retire, he knew
what he wanted to do as a pastime. Having been a club
member for several years before retiring, he knew he
wanted to do woodworking with fellow club members.
It’s been said that as a hobby and vocation, woodworking can be a solitary effort. So Steve figures a bigger
shop than his one car garage or basement would be able
to accommodate three, four or more aficionados and it
won’t be so quiet and lonely. Well he and his son, a
building contractor, enlarged the one car garage/shop
to a 20’ x 37’ structure. It’s a great looking shop with
room to move around all the tools and things. You can
see by the pictures that he’s not cramped for space. One
good thing for the club is that Steve has generously
offered to make his shop area available for woodworking seminars with a class size of 5 to 7 club members,
plus an instructor. You can see several ongoing projects
from two or three club members (in one of the pictures)
who have already taken advantage of his offer. How’s
that for attitude!

Steve, in his desperation to find a hobby that
could hold his interest, tried several things -including
photography - for about 4 or 5 years. He admits that if
it weren’t for the club, he doesn’t know if his present
interest would survive. It’s the sharing of information
and socialization of the club members and the various
projects resulting from this that keeps him going. We
can’t overlook the continuing support he gets from
Karen, his wife.
Steve started his woodworking interest by way of
veneering. I guess he felt that if he started with something flat, like MDF, and laminated some veneer onto
it, he was ahead of the game. By some coaxing, he started doing some things in solid wood, that is, after he
built up his arsenal of power tools. Now he’s real serious, making shop fixtures that have sliding dovetails.
Among some of the things he’s made are some small
pieces of furniture for the house, toys for his grandchildren, and small jewelry boxes. He’s looking for his
niche (it may even be toys) but we’ve yet to see the end
of his quest; an armoire, a dresser, a Queen Anne lowboy?
There’s always a welcome smile and handshake
at the Costello home and shop, I know that for a fact.
Steve is a constant contributor to the club efforts and
goals and is there sharing, whether it’s something new
he’s learned and is demonstrating during a round
robin, or volunteering at our annual show. Again, that’s
what I call attitude!
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Asia in the Berkshires
Daryl Rosenblatt

T

raveling to the Berkshires, I expected to see any
number of antique furniture types. I did not,
however, foresee a huge store in Great
Barrington which specialized in Asian furniture. It had all
manner of furniture types, from musical instruments to
molding. I took a few pictures until my camera battery
ran out (memo to digital camera owners-bring a spare)!
Asian Antiques on Route 7 greets you with an enormous
carved entryway, which holds
three enormous rooms of
Asian woodcraft, some excellent, some simply average.
Very little of the work, frankly,
will blow away any members;
I’ve certainly seen equal and
sometimes better from “Show
and Tell.” The place still
Teak “Treehouse”
caught my interest, and I’m
writing about it because some of what I saw was so different.
To the left of the store is a large show yard, containing their exterior and
garden pieces. What makes
it unusual is the variety of
outdoor rooms. Whether
Japanese or Burmese, what
we would call fancy treehouses (well what else
would a woodworker build
for and with his or her
kids?) are really interesting
solutions to space problems. The Japanese room
pictured here is made of
teak, and is over 200 years
old. It’s price is over
Carved Bedchamber
$30,000. Considering it
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Entrance Carvings

has been left to the weather for several centuries, the workmanship and material selection has to be high.
The entrance mentioned above is an incredibly
intricate treatment of painstaking carvings. Also Japanese, I think we have
much to learn from them in how to
treat exterior work.
Inside, my wife pointed out to
me something we had never seen. It
Carved &
took a while to figure out it was a bed- Painted Chair
room, complete with walls. We weren’t
sure if it was for a child or not, since it was so
small, but since it was over a century old, and
built quite intricately, I can only assume it’s not.
There is also a lot of carved and painted
products from southeast Asia. I’m not interested
in carving, but some members might find this
type of thing fascinating.
Norm Abrams has made places like Old
Sturbridge Village well known; certainly Shaker
woodcraft permeates the Berkshires. I never
expected to find pieces from another part of the
world there as well.
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Wooden You Like To Know
Steve Delaney
s a rookie in the woodworking field I’ve come to
appreciate the tips and hints from fellow craftsmen that really save time and/or money. While
enjoying the fancy new format of our newsletter, it
occurred to me that this is the perfect spot to share these
ideas. Because I’ve learned so much from so many, please
accept my apologies if I do not acknowledge the source
from each one. If you see a tip that was your idea - thanks!
I hope to share as many tips and hints in each issue as space
allows. Please jot down your ideas and email them or give
them to me at a meeting (I’m easy to spot - Mike Daum
and I do not share the same barber). I will make every
attempt to give credit where credit is due.

A

By far the #1 tip I’ve heard over and over is
patience. Whether it is learning or mastering a tool you
own, or taking the time to measure (twice) by the 64th’s,
the rewards will be ten fold. Taking the time to enjoy our
hobby or livelihood should be our first concern. There is
an old saying - “A man who works with his hands is a laborer. A man who works with his hands and his head is an artisan. While priorities will vary from hobbyist to pro, the
one rule for all should be to enjoy what you do while you
11
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do it. I’ve decided to eliminate deadlines from my shop for
at least 6 months to slow down and absorb what I am
doing. Time spent doing the few side jobs I’ve had in the
past year since opening up “shop” have paid well and have
been terrific learning experiences, but I must admit finishing on time became a chore.
So enough philosophy for one column. Let’s move
on to baby wipes. Yes, you read it right. For those of us
without the convenience of a slop sink in our shop, these
pre-treated little towels will clean up some of the nastiest
messes you can muster. They can even be refreshing for
those of us without air conditioned shops. I’ve tried several brands and the differences do not seem to justify the
extra expense of the name brands. They all have a sealing
lid which actually keeps the saw dust out - a neat feature
when you’re going to wipe your face. Funny how this tip
jumped to the top of the list while I’m sweating my kerfs
off in my own shop. Yes Mr. Costello, I’m jealous.
My email address is DELA328@AOL.com. If you
are going to enclose a sketch or picture, it should be clear
and legible so I can scan it. Please include a return email
address or phone # in case I need to clarify anything. I’m
looking forward to hearing from all of you. Please submit
anything ranging from shop layout to jigs.
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Answers to July
16
16

ACROSS

to combat two across

process

in furniture

2. shrinkage movement in plain
sawn boards will produce this

11. best method of assembly
before gluing (2 words)

16. machine used to flatten a
board

7. discarded work piece - generally unusable

4. most wood finishes are given a
coat of it

12. some blades are coated with
this to prevent friction

DOWN

9. picks up dust on a workpiece
(2 words)

5. abnormal tree growth will
cause this - apparent when ripping a board

13. 5 or 7 layers of crossgrain
make this sheet good stable

8. grain ________ is important

15. cherry is notorious for
_______ during the staining

1. good source for sandpaper
3. will help to prevent 15 across
4. type of oak better suited for
outdoor furniture

10. typical panel type
14. type of maple
15. common clamp

6. causes swelling of wood parts
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continued from page three

to have directions and a list of those going available for carpooling purposes. Any questions call Steve at 631-427-8070. There is one more spot left for this trip.

U PC OMIN G E VENT S
AT THE LIWC

Bob Urso spoke about upcoming guests and introduced Aimé Fraser, who was the guest
speaker for the evening and spoke on “Proper Furniture Painting Techniques.” The lecture was quite informative and captivated all of our attention.

September 4 - Monthly
Meeting
Strother Purdy on handplanes, scrapers and spokeshaves.

The Marketplace

September 14th
Trip to Frank Klausz’
shop, for those who have
signed up.

Reliant Shop Vacuum. 110/220 Good Condition. Like new.
Steve Costello
(631) 427-8070

LONG ISLAND WOODWORKER’S CLUB

6 Bralo Court
Kings Park, NY 11754

October 2nd - Monthly
Meeting TBA

